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Editorial
Free-Flight Nationals been and gone. One good days flying and two wet and windy ones to follow.
I report on my own participation on the first day, then it’s Pizzas and a model recovery tale of
Colin Shepherds fly-away Dixielander.
Rachel, my long suffering wife and fetchermite, had her nice new electric bike on hand for
recovery purposes but with an energetic Martin Pike doing my recovery she still does not know
if she can operate the bike and carry a model. Jim Paton has written a piece on electric bike
recovery as he now is equipped with one.
I was sent a picture, possibly in response to my request for old pics, of Joe Northrop releasing
his Jaguar in times gone by. Having only the one picture I supplemented it with a couple more
from my archive to fill a page.
Bill Dean’s book of balsa models has an all balsa box-kite which I thought some of you might
build if only to keep wind strength low. We all know the wind does not blow when you want it.
The 4th Area comp at Barkston was a non-event for me, I was knackered from my birthday bash
the evening before and relaxed in my chair and followed the fortunes of Phil Ball.
Dick Twomey, from the distant Isle of Mauritius, sends his latest article from the ‘Weekly’
paper detailing the flight of Alcock & Brown across the Atlantic, it being the 100 anniversary
of this momentous achievement.
Andrew Crisp informs us of the goings on at the Oxford Dreaming Spires event and I publish
his hand written report. It has more character than a simple typed report.
Peter Hall follows up with the Southern Coupe League activities at the same event, in what is
becoming his special humoristic style of commentary. Roy Vaughn wraps up the event with the
result table and the current league standings.
I dig again into my paperback Clarion articles from 2003, still indoor oriented continuing with
a bit on wall foam models and a couple of vintage plans.
Jim Paton regretfully informs us of the death of his flying companion Ted Tyson.
Roy Tiller our archivist continues his reports with observations on the contents of the Model
Aircraft magazine of May 1950. He also has a couple more ‘Famous Firsts’ pages.
Models powered by little Co2 canisters are the subject of Nick Peppiatt’s article this month.
I have never heard of these and wonder how the canisters are punctured with the correct
sized hole for a decent burst of speed and reasonable duration. I have experience of Co2
capsules in competition air-pistols and if you make an error in installation there is one very
short whoosh!! and its empty.
Gavin Manion writes his first in the series he promised on vintage coupes. Jumping III is the
model featured and Gavin provides a simple plan and a bit of history to boot.
Our Secretary Roger Newman is tail-end-charlie with his monthly report on meetings and drone
legislation. He is hoping for a reasonable turnout at our first Wallop meeting, I trust us
stalwarts will have attended in numbers.
One thing I would like thank contributors for, is that articles and reports are now turning up
with a few photographs. A picture is worth a thousand words so they say but a decent dialogue
to support the pics is also useful, need not be 1,000 words tho’.

Editor
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My FF Nationals

-

John Andrews

Saturday May 25th RAF Barkston Heath, as can be guessed from the picture above, was a good
day. I sit relaxing after completing my BMFA Rubber flights, Had two good maxes in the earlier
part of the day but dipped out with a 2-05 in cold air later in the day. Trouble was it was the
only good day, the wind practically blew your socks off on the Sunday and Monday with the
exception of a couple of hours late on Monday. Periodic squalls of heavy rain also featured.
Here we go with a blow by blow report on my
misdeeds. I assembled my BMFA Rubber model
0-4 and after a quick low turns comforter I set
about winding for the first comp flight. At
about ¾ turns, bang!!, the motor broke towards
the rear and the blast tube shot out of the
front of the model together with the writhing
bulk of the motor. Damage to the fuselage was
not great, tissue shredding all around the rear
peg but no structural damage at that end and
only one spacer gone at the front. I started
cutting away the split tissue to repair but
idleness took hold and I boxed the model for
home repair.
Bright idea, I decided to use my ex John Wingate mini-vintage ‘Cherokee’ as I had made up a
couple of motors based on a low turns test flight at Buckminster the week before. The eight
strands of 3/16 pre-tensioned rubber only weighed 28gm so well in the 50gm limit. Time was
wearing on so I dismissed any thoughts of a test flight, took the bull by the horns, and after
consultation with my turns table, I went for broke (an old dragster phrase) and piled on 750
turns which was well within the tables suggestion.
I removed the model from the jig, set the tomy D/T and with Rachel on the watch and her new
electric bike at the ready I moved out onto the field. However it transpired that I had over
cooked the motor size and on launch the ‘Cherokee’ shot up like a rocket for about 100ft, then
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helicoptered about with a few rolling aerobatics thrown in but lost no significant altitude and
stabilised to climb on for an easy maximum.

Rachel did not get to use her new bike for recovery as Martin Pike ran off like a greyhound and
did the retrieval. A drink of tea and a biscuit or two and I did a repeat performance, max
number two with identical flight performance. Martin raced off for recovery again so Rachel’s
only electric excursions were visits to Control with the flight card and toilets.
It was about now that Martin went off to fly scale leaving us to keep an eye on Caitlin & Rory,
his children.
Colin Shepherd was with us and he, timed by Rachel, made his first flight in BMFA Power using
his ‘Dixielander’. As an onlooker the flight looked absolute text book, strong climb to good
altitude, neat transition and glide in good air. Not so, short overrun and failure to set the radio
D/T lead to a 7min + flyaway at tremendous altitude. No Flight.
Later in the afternoon the sun
disappeared and the air cooled down such
Our Chairman Tony
flying electric
that our 1066 chairman, in passing,
commented that he bet I wished I had
not waited. He won the bet and was
proved correct as my third flight
although identical in form to the first
two did not do much more than two
minutes. Chatting later he concluded that
I had deliberately avoided the fly-off,
and who was I to disagree.

In the evening Rachel, myself and the Pike family
drove into Sleaford and ate in the Italian
Restaurant in the square. Rachel & I had a bottle
of wine and a couple of unpronounceable Italian
dishes whilst Martin and the kids had the
inevitable Pizzas.
The next two days, Sunday and Monday were blowouts as far as I was concerned.
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My intention was to fly P30 on the Sunday but my model would not have survived in the wind of
the day. I know Peter Watt’s model broke whilst carrying.
Monday was even worse for wind and rain showers, perhaps storms might be a better
description. Late Monday afternoon however the wind abated somewhat and there was a flurry
of activity as contestants rushed to complete flights but I was deep in spectator mode by then
and the thought of a hectic finish to the weekend did not appeal and, in any case, Rachel & I
had another task to perform.
Colin Shepherd had returned home on Sunday evening and on Monday he received a phone call
to inform him his model from Saturdays fly-away had been found by a farmer some five miles
away from Barkston and had been passed to a local modeller who contacted Colin. This left
Rachel and I with the task of making contact and retrieving the errant model.
After a phone call to the guardian of the model and armed with an address and post code we
bid farewell to the 2019 FF Nationals and journeyed to the village of Osbournby to meet with
Derek North the modeller who had taken charge of Colin’s ‘Dixielander’.

He took us into his large workshop which was chock full of radio models of all shapes and sizes,
Derek was obviously a keen modeller and had been for some time. He informed us his sheep
farming friend had found the ‘Dixie’ in one of his fields and knowing Derek was a modeller he
handed it over for him to do the necessary. Any form of reward was firmly resisted.
Regret had been expressed by the farmer as it appeared one of his flock had tasted the ‘Dixie’
fin but damage was light.
Derek North’s formidable ‘Fortress’

Overall it was not the best FF Nationals for me but, having missed last years due to ill health,
the one good day was worth the trip. Roll on next year.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Rivers 3.5 Silver Arrow - Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1

Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1
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Electric Bikes

-

Jim Paton

I thought I might pen a few words about retrieving with electric bikes.
I bought a cheap folding
one last summer as my
ankle plays up and my
energy
levels
have
dropped. It’s no use on
Salisbury Plain but ideal
on airfields.
My 8 ampere hour
battery is insufficient
for all day at Odiham or
the nationals so I had to
buy a second.
The bike does enable me
to enter more classes. It
has
derailleur
gears
which get clogged up in
the grass. The problem is
less with a non-folding
full sized bike.
There are bikes with modern Sturmey Archer type gears in the hub. This eliminates the grass
clogging problem.
A box on the back is essential for avoiding folding wings. I find one with a lid easier than
stuffing the model in the open rear end.
Other uses include trips to the control tent and the burger bar. After long flights it is useful
for scouring the countryside to get a tracker signal.
If I was buying again I would get a full size off road with hub gears and a throttle that can be
disabled for road use. The throttle is not road legal here in U.K. & power is limited to 250
watts, but there are higher powered bikes out there that can be switched to 250w.

Rachel’s folding velocipede

Phil Ball’s fixed frame flyer

Jim Paton
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Extract from Model Aircraft January 1951, his first epistle.

Slope soaring is becoming very popular.
Understandably so, since it ensures “peak” performance.
Wakefield Topics
The much coveted Wakefield Cup, being won on two successive occasions by models using a
return gear system, has prompted certain progressive elements in this country to experiment with
this old new idea. Having seen something of the elaborate gadgetry, the exhausting winding of
two large, squirming motors, and the constructional ingenuity required to keep the total
weight down to a reasonable level, I can only recommend the gear system to any singular
individual possessing the patience of Job, the arm of Popeye, and the inventive genius of Heath
Robinson.
Of course, the gear idea has its opponents, who are apt critically to refer to the amount of
friction set up. This would seem to occur mainly between the winder and his helper.
Speaking of Wakefields, I recently sneaked in upon a preview of a model straight from the stocks
of one of our leading exponents. This model, which seemed about as solid as the Rock of Gibraltar
and as streamlined as Betty Grable, weighed approximately 8.00001 oz. The power was in the
region of two strands of a quarter flat about a hundred yards long, and would absorb umpteen
thousand turns, it had a climb like a flying saucer late for some interstellar appointment, and
would only come down when spoken to in the kindest terms.
This is in direct contrast with our own Wakefield design—filched from all the best plans. As robust
as six-pennyworth of Candy Floss, with an all up weight of 14 oz., this monstrosity will only
reluctantly rise a few feet under the stimulus of twenty strands of quarter, and is more given to
stalling than a politician.
Still, why should I worry when I can always blame it on to " fatigued " rubber.
From the winds of the North comes again the moan that the Southern bods enjoy all the best of this
climate's paltry allotment of fine weather:
Men from the clouded Northlands raw
Marvelled at the sight they saw
A huge and fiery ball on high
Above the cloudless Fairlop sky,
And there they stood and gazed in awe
They'd never seen the sun before!
Model Olympics
Hot on the trail of recent rumours that the next Olympics will feature certain model aircraft
events, our Sporting correspondent, Al Rounder,—-known as the "Man They Can't Gag".
probably because of his receding chin—has managed to snoop out the proposed programme.
All events will, of course, proceed from a flying start.
Javelin Throwing
Relay Race
Cross Country Marathon
Shooting the Line
Flicking the Prop,
Hop, Skip & Jump

A hand launched contest with this popular engine.
R/C around the circuit.
Includes all free flight events.
Open event for club bores.
The only event which will finish at the start.
Run In conjunction with previous event.
best performances being obtained with a damaged finger.

Pylonius
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A Jaguar or Two

-

Editor

Joe Northrop : Here is a picture of my Jaguar being released for take-off at Middle Wallop.

Time keeper is Stephen Fielding
observer is our dear departed
John Godden. The picture was
taken around 2005.

Spencer Willis launches from the Wallop take-off board, way back

Editor at Wallop 2008

The ‘Jaguar’ is not the
easiest of models to sit
in the winding jig.
If you have a front
support bar of some sort
the distinctive keel on
the Jag’s belly gets in
the way.
Shown here is the
editor’s solution to the
problem. Bung it on
upside down.

Editor
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Box Kite & Glider

-

Extract from Bill Dean’s “Book of Balsa Models”.

Bill Dean
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Bill Dean
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4th Area, Barkston

-

John Andrews

The weather forecast for RAF Barkston Heath, the venue for the Midland Area 4 th Area
contest on Sunday June 9th, had been pretty grim earlier in the preceding week but was
changing each day. In the event, the day turned out to be one of the best flying days this year
with light winds and sunshine and threatened showers passing over as a couple of black clouds
without precipitation.
Trouble was, I had been at a my family birthday party the night before in a local Chinese
Restaurant celebrating my 86th birthday and Rachel and I were somewhat lacking in enthusiasm
for the event. We decided to attend for a breath of fresh air and I threw a model box into
the car in case I might want to compete. When we arrived at the airfield the modellers were
scattered about in three separate groups, I picked one and settled down to see which way
models were drifting. After a while I decide I ought to put something together so I assembled
my repaired 0-4 BMFA Rubber model and found the propeller fold not to my liking. I rehashed
the prop fold stop and moving the screw started to delaminate the nose-block spigot. I had a
quick low turns check flight. It was useless, dropping its left wing whilst climbing right and
stalling down. Rachel was asleep in the car by now so I staggered off to recover the model,
puffing and blowing all the way with a few stops on the way back. I did not make a positive
decision not to enter but sat in my chair and soon was in spectator mode.
Phil Ball moved from one of the
other groups and settled alongside
us, so I had a front row seat at his
onslaught on F1B. First up he
buttonholed
Rachel
for
timekeeping duties then set about
breaking motors.
Unfortunately he blew the contest
on his first flight, his launch was
certainly far from ideal and height
gain was poor. The model settled
down in indifferent air and was
just about holding its own when
boof! the D/T went and he was
down in 1-39.
Phil’s model is equipped with the
latest in electronic wizardry, I heard him explaining the wonders of it to Rachel. Records
altitude reached, estimates by interpolation the probable flight time without D/T, has three
independent rudder adjustments and all sorts of other data that can be downloaded (it’s
rumoured it can make a cup of tea). Having said all that, he was left scratching his sunburned
nut as to why the D/T function had dropped him out of the sky so early. He claimed lack of
concentration due to a piss-up the night before.
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Phil Ball fiddling with one of his many rudder settings

Phil grits his teeth whilst he winds then nervously removes the wound motor & ½ tube loading stick from the jig.

He managed to break a couple of motors, but much to my annoyance he did not finish up in a
heap on the floor. He claims to be able to hear the strands failing before the actual break
occurs. The rubber he was using was a little inconsistent, although from the same batch, he
had a significant difference in winder turns on two motors, 78 winder turns on one and 83 on
the other. After his initial clanger he managed to comfortably complete his last 4 flights as
maximums.
Recovery on his electric bike looked easy, he rode across the grass initially without any
apparent difficulty, one handed at times. Should give Rachel confidence when she eventually
uses her bike in anger, which will be at Middle Wallop on Saturday 29th June in the SAM1066
return to roots event.
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Phil studies the meters for thermals whilst Rachel looks downwind to see what he’s just missed.

A few random pictures of unidentified flyers who were within camera shot as I spectated away
from my comfortable chair.

The last couple were somewhat distant. The power flyers are Pete
Watson and crew, Pete is obscured. He had a rough day, stuck in
two electric models. One full power into peri-track, the other from
top of climb into the road.

John Andrews
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Alcock & Brown

-

Dick Twomey

Dick’s article published in the Mauritius ‘Weekly’ magazine

“With immense courage Brown climbed out onto the lower wings, making his way precariously to each engine in turn
to chip away the ice until the motors ran smoothly again”

Trans-Atlantic Flight Centenary

Dick Twomey,
The Aeronautical
Society of
Mauritius.

June 14/15th this year marks One Hundred years since two pioneer aviators from Britain won a 10,000
pound prize for being “the first to fly across the Atlantic Ocean in less than 72 consecutive hours”, as
the rules had stipulated. The competition had been organized by the Daily Mail newspaper, and I find
it surprising that such a daunting challenge was issued as early as 1913, which – as all the world
knows – was only 10 years after the famous first powered hop made by Orville and Wilbur Wright’s
flimsy biplane creation on 17 December 1903. That historic flight in Arizona had achieved a distance
of less than 100 feet, (about the equivalent of the wingspan of an Air Mauritius Airbus A319) – and
suddenly the aviation fraternity was being challenged to cross 3,000 kilometers of unfriendly ocean!

As history relates, several teams had prepared to enter this race, and in June 1919 two contenders from Britain found
themselves at the same time in Newfoundland, from where they would takeoff: Jack Alcock and Teddy Brown for the
Vickers entry, a converted Vimy bomber; and a Handley Page team led by Mark Kerr. While Kerr was making yet another
test flight the Vickers pair decided to take off. In reducing their preparation time they had taken additional risks in what
would in any case be a dangerous adventure, as the challenges encountered during this 16 hour flight would later bear
witness. After only four and a half hours of flight the Vimy’s wind-driven electrical generator failed, leaving Alcock and
Brown with neither power for their radio nor for their ‘heated’ flying suits. If you recall that the aircraft of that era featured
open cockpits, you will begin to appreciate the need for heating to counteract the chilling effect of a constant 100 mph
‘wind’ – produced by the aircraft’s flying speed.
In reducing their preparation time, they had taken additional risks in what would in any
case be a dangerous adventure, as the challenges encountered during this 16-hour
flight would later bear witness
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The weather became the next problem, for the Vimy was not equipped to fly for long periods in cloud, and without
gyroscopic instruments Alcock was several times unable to maintain his intended straight and level flight, coming
dangerously near to plunging the aircraft into the unfriendly sea.
This was not all: Next, because of unexpectedly cloudy weather, these intrepid gentlemen had to deal with ice which
formed on the wings and began to choke the engine intakes. With immense courage, Brown climbed out onto the lower
wings, making his way precariously to each engine in turn to chip away the ice until the motors ran smoothly again.
Meanwhile the same ice was forming over the ailerons, (the control surfaces for lateral control), which became heavy and
almost impossible for Alcock to move. Is it any wonder that - after many hours of battling with the elements -- these two
heroes could not contain their excitement and relief when the grey silhouette of Ireland at long last appeared on the
horizon! Crossing the Connemara coastline near the town of Clifden they soon spotted a clear green flat area and elected
to land the Vickers Vimy there, only to discover that they had picked the surface of very wet bog, which tripped up the
aircraft so that – in ungainly fashion - its nosed over. But they had done it! The less than graceful arrival took nothing
from the greatness of their achievement, and John (‘Jack’) Alcock and Arthur (‘Teddy’) Brown were treated, quite correctly
you will agree, as the heroes they undoubtedly were. A short time later the two boys from Manchester (football fans please
note) were knighted by King George V, honours well deserved.

A couple of real
British Heroes
Dick Twomey

President
Aeronautical Society of Mauritius
John Alcock

Arthur Brown

(Editor: from the look of the two portraits I unearthed, the two would appear to have different personalities)
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Dreaming Spires FF Gala

-

Port Meadow, Oxford 2nd June 2019

Andrew Crisp
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Andrew Crisp 12th June 2019
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Dreaming Spires FF Gala Coupes

-

Peter Hall

Oxford Gala, June 2nd 2019
Fourth Round Southern Coupe League
Today is the first of June and tomorrow is the Oxford Gala. All week the forecasts have been
unpromising. I feel a bit of doggerel coming on.............
To go or not to go ?
That is the question for me.
The Met Office is pessimistic,
The B.B.C. says maybe?

But what if it’s really bad weather
And I break or lose my best coupe,
And get soaked when trying to retrieve it
And go down with pneumonia or croup ?

If I don’t go I know I’ll be sorry,
If I do it’s likely to rain,
And the wind is a brisk southwesterly,
And we’ll be out of the field again.

The motorway’s sure to be busy
And what if my car breaks down,
What if I run out of petrol
And it’s miles to the nearest town?

The weathermen may have it wrong though,
Michael Fish’s mistake comes to mind.
But this time instead of a cyclone
The weather could turn out to be kind.

Better to stay safe at home then,
And keep my powder dry,
And wait ’til the weather is perfect,
And there isn’t a cloud in the sky.

We could all bask in glorious sunshine,
Every flight an easy max.
And at lunchtime enjoy all our picnics,
And in flowery Portmeadow relax.

The weathermen may have it wrong though,
We could all bask in glorious sun,
I’m definitely going to go now
I don’t want to miss all the fun.

I’m definitely going to go now,
It’s a special occasion for me,
It’s a Southern Coupe League competition
And I’m flying my best F1G.

But what if it’s really bad weather....

( Repeat)

I did go and the southwesterly got really frisky by midday. John White, Ben Hobbs, Alan
Brocklehurst and Gavin Manion were all blown out of the field despite the ninety second max.
Ben landed in the canal, John, Alan and Gavin are still looking. The rain came in at about three
o’clock but it didn’t stop Gavin and Don Thompson from completing the five flights to take first
and second place. Ray Elliot ‘s model was out of trim and he took two attempts at his first
flight, but the competition was less than intense and he took third place. Rex Oldridge starting
late, maxed his first but then decided to save his legs and his model. Peter Hall flew his ‘Oxford
Special’ - a locked-down-tip-up-wing-and-tail-comes-down-very-quickly coupe, but folded the
wing walking back. There were plenty of boomers and some violent turbulence from the trees
on the river bank so delicate highly strung coupes were not favored. Six flew their own designs,
Rex, a Bagatelle and Gavin an Etienvre, all tissue and balsa, no carbon, and two used fuse D.T’s.
- these need the operator to have extra-sensory thermal detection ability to get the timing
right.
Dreaming Spires is a unique event. The twenty-first century is left in the car park and we trek
across the meadow to the 1950’s. No phones, no drones only tented contentment and cake there’s always Mrs. Crisp’s cake, some only come for the cake. Some bring the bare necessities,
some like Mr; and Mrs Wright bring their sofas (see photo). Long may it continue.
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Gavin Manion tops the league table after four rounds, the next event is at the Southern Gala
on Salisbury Plain on August 18th.
Oxford Gala, Coupe Pictorial

Alan Brocklehurst

Winner: Gavin Manion

A relaxed Rex Oldridge

Don Thompson

Ray Elliott

Even more relaxed Mr & Mrs Wright with their sofa

Peter Hall
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Southern Coupe League Rd.4

-

Roy Vaughn

Oxford Rally, Round 4 Results, Southern Coupe League
Entrant

Club

Maxes

Score

Time

1

G.Manion

Birmingham

3

15

7.18

2

D.Thomson

Croydon

3

12

6.46

3

B.Hobbs

Oxford

2

10

3.00

4

P.Hall

Crookham

1

8

2.48

5

R.Elliott

Croydon

0

6

2.22

6

J.White

Croydon

1

6

1.30

7

R.Oldridge

C/M

1

5

1.30

8

A.Brocklehurst

B&W

1

4

1.30

Flyoff

Crookham
Gala

33

Croydon

11

12

23

P. Hall

Crookham

12

8

20

4

A. Moorhouse

Vikings

8

5

P. Ball

Grantham

14

6

S. Willis

Croydon

7

B. Hobbs

Oxford

8

W. Dennis

MFFG

=

A. Brocklehurst

B&W

10

C. Foster

Morley

11

P. Uden

Crookham

=

J. Paton

Crookham

8

8

13

R. Vaughn

Crookham

7

7

14

M. Marshall

Impington

=

R. Elliott

Croydon

6

6

=

J. White

Croydon

6

6

17

M. Benns

=

C. Redrup

Crookham

=

R. Oldridge

C/M

20

P. Woodhouse

Morley

21

K. Taylor

E.Grinstead

3

3

22

E. Challis

Crookham

2

2

23

R. Tiller

Bournemouth

1

G. Manion

Birmingham

2

D. Thomson

3

3

Total

15

Club

Coupe
Europa

15

Entrant

London
Gala

Oxford
Rally

Southern
Gala

Odiham

First Area

Coupe De
Brum

Position

Southern Coupe league: Positions after Round 4
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9

14
12

12
1

11

10

10

10
6

10

4

9

9

8

8

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

0

Roy Vaughn
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Clarion Past

-

John Andrews

Extract from the old paperback Clarion of 2003

John Andrews - Goes Indoors - Part 4
Here we are again, I’m really on a roll now; could be the excitement generated by this new computer
I’m using. Before I move on I refer you back to last issue when I buried you in the delights of
polystyrene wall-foam.

Here are a couple of variations to the norm you could have a go at
If you recall I expressed interest in the Foam 200 plan that I had come across and in particular the
unsupported wing construction.
Up to that time all my foam wings had one wing rib in each half and wing braces back to the
wing posts for support. My later models have only one wing brace each side from the front wing post
to the wing rib centre unlike the Poly-Rat described and pictured with double wing braces.
I’m a simplicity man, I build parallel wing chords, rectangular fuselages ‘cos tapers and ellipses bring
me out in a cold sweat. The Foam 200 plan with no wing ribs or wing braces was my kind of model
so I cut up some foam and built a 10-inch polyhedral wing. The glue joints at the breaks retained the
aerofoil curve and the wing seemed quite stiff. I mounted the wing on a fuselage stick 3/16 x 3/32 x
8 inches long with tail feathers on 5½ inch long x 1/16th square boom. I used a 6-inch diameter prop
from one of my old living room stick models but I think it could stand a bigger prop than that. The
airframe weight came out surprisingly light at 2.5 gms which was quite acceptable.

Small Foamy described above and named 10/3 (that’s the wing size)
I took 10/3 to Cradley Heath to one of the Birmingham gangs Sunday evening meets for its first
outing. Not knowing what rubber to use I guessed a .070 x 12 inch loop and wound a thousand or
so turns on for the first test flight. John Boy had blown it again. Off goes 10/3 like a scalded cat,
climbing at about 45 deg. straight up to the roof banging about in the rafters until the bits sprinkled
down to the floor. Wing and motor stick followed by boom and tail-plane followed by one half of the
prop. I retired to lick my wounds then out with the cyno.
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With 10/3 back in one piece and a new motor reduced to .040, a quick test flight proved OK. A
couple of thousand turns or so and up she goes again, 2min 24secs, not bad for its third flight.
I’ll increase the wingspan to 12 inches next time. Mind you I thought I had already made it 12ins but
I must have been working in the middle of my 24 inch ruler and made it 11 inches, which is typical
of my precision engineering. After shaping the dihedral joints and setting the angles the final result
was 10 inches wingspan. I might get it right next time then I’ll build a few more to see how big I can
go before the wings distort in flight.
Vintage. Information on vintage indoor seems a little sparse but David managed to root
through his archives and dig up a book by Ron Warring titled ‘Indoor Flying Models’ published in
1946. Ron, as we all know, was a prolific writer on all things modelling, you name it and Ron will
have written about it.
The content seems to confirm the feeling that I expressed in last month’s epistle to you
1066’ers that immediately post war indoor flying was principally done round the pole. The book lists
the S.M.A.E. rules for round the pole flying at that time. There were two classes:
Class ‘A’ maximum weight 2ozs with a 6ft.Pole and flown on a 12ft.Line
Class ‘B’ maximum weight 1oz with a 3ft-6in Pole and flown on a 6ft.Line
I have had a quick flick through the current B.M.F.A. Contest Rules Record Book but round the
pole flying seems to have disappeared.
In the early days models were tissue covered and recorded flights of two minutes plus. If David
can find room for them there will be two plans somewhere near this article. The book also mentions
speed models doing around 30mph; they must have been interesting on 6ft. of cotton. The book also
cites models being flown in small rooms on 3ft. lines
One of the main benefits of indoor RTP at that time was the camaraderie fostered within the
clubs through their regular club nights and also inter-club competitions. Ron relates one amusing
incident at a club night where he had been invited to give a lecture on RTP, he had written in his
notes that outdoor models gave spectacular results RTP indoors but never durations of more than a
minute. On his arrival at the meeting he was treated to a demonstration by an RTP Wakefield model
which was doing flights of 74 seconds. Needless to say Ron smartly modified that section of his
notes.
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Scale approx. 9mm to the inch
Plans from ‘Indoor Flying Models 1946’
By R.H.Warring
This article must be something of a record for me; I don’t seem to have digressed at all.
OOPS! I’ve just received April’s CLARION, on reading my missive to the afflicted in that issue I note
my clanger on page 12 re yoghurt pot prop blades.
Should read 10 & 15 degrees sloping left to right from tip to root.
Back next time with a bit more on indoor free-flight and Wilco’s food bag covering.

John Andrews

Aeromodeller Departed:

Ted Tyson

Ted Tyson:

Jim Paton reports;
A best friend Ted Tyson died yesterday June 11th. I visited him last
week in hospital. We joined up at Salisbury Plain most weekends for
trimming and competing. He was a bit confused when I saw him so I
don’t know the medical details. He looked and felt terrible. Not the
Ted I knew.
He always was a pleasure to fly with and to chat to when we were too
tired to retrieve.
Regards, Jim Paton

R.I.P.
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Roy Tiller

Report No. 101 A break from Meccano part 2.
A look at Model Aircraft magazine for May 1950
which includes “More Famous Firsts” but before
we get to that here is the cover and other
extracts which I hope will prove of interest.
You may notice that the cover of this magazine is
torn right across the front. If you can supply a
good condition copy of this issue, or even the
cover, please get in touch.
“Cover Story” tells us that the picture was taken
at Fairlop Aerodrome during the London Area
Ripmax Trophy event and shows C. Hawkes of the
Battersea & District M.A.C. about to launch his
Rudderbug. The KeilKraft advert, not to be
outdone, included mention of their Falcon winning
the Ripmax Trophy.

“Over
the
Counter”
provided a buyer’s guide
to glider kits including a
list of seventy kits
“which have enjoyed
considerable popularity”
and gave favourable
reviews (Were they not
always favourable?) to
the
Halfax
Roma,
Mercury Norseman and
KeilKraft Chief, the last
commenting “Gadgetry
includes an auto-rudder
and dethermaliser tip-up
tail.”
The KeilKraft advert
gave these features a
more positive twist.
The plans in this issue
were
the
Ace
of
Diamonds by SAM 1066 member Dick Twomey, the Heston A.O.P. by M. M. Gates, Howard’s
Hatchet by J. A. Howard and a Minicoupe by Vic Dubery.
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Flying grounds were under threat, just the grounds, not the very principal of flying a model
aeroplane, we had it good in those days.
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Now to the Famous Firsts which concluded as follows,
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Next month, the rebirth of Meccano Magazine.
Who is the new publisher? Answers on a post it note.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Indoor Isn’t For Everyone Pt.30

-

Nick Peppiatt

CO2 Capsule Propelled Models
After my last CO2 article IIFE 26 (December New Clarion), Roy Tiller kindly interrogated his
databases to see whether there was anything more on the Brown Micro-Jet, but he did not
find anything. He did, however, find some interesting stuff on CO2 capsule propulsion, in similar
manner to the Speedjet also described in the December NC. So this month I am going to
explore one of aeromodelling’s cul-de-sacs.
The subjects this month are not really indoor, although I suppose, following our esteemed
editor’s descriptions of his indoor Jetex flying exploits last month, this would not be
impossible!

30in wingspan twin CO2capsule powered model from Air Trails March 1946

One of the designs Roy found was the Airacomet shown above. At the beginning of the Air
Trails article, the editor has a note : ‘The use of CO2 units to power this model is with the
permission of Ray Models, which holds the patent rights for this type of propulsive power’
In my last CO2 article I wondered how the Speedjet was launched. I was then unaware of the
existence of the Ray Gun, although as it had been mentioned in Roger Simmonds S35S columns,
notably in Smoke Trails 11 (April 2007) and Smoke Trails 27 (March 2010), perhaps I should
have been.
The Ray Gun was produced by Ray Models to pierce and launch CO 2 capsule powered models,
but I have been unable to find a suitable photo or drawing to reproduce here. Ray Models
produced kits for a number of such models from about 1944 and two kit boxes for the JetRacer and Jet-Wing are reproduced below. Further information on these can be found in Roger
Simmonds articles.
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The Jet-Wing kit box from 1946 and the earlier Jet-Racer from Ray Models

Important Patents from AeroModeller April 1959

I would imagine the Ray Gun firing device is similar to that shown Bill Effinger’s patent,
extracted from the April 1959 edition of AeroModeller, but without the added complication
of the simultaneous catapult launch for the model. The Airacomet article describes a
simultaneous piercing device for the twin capsules, using phonographic needles, and a trial and
error procedure is given for adjusting and matching the resulting hole sizes in the pierced
bulbs. This process must have used a lot of them. The model could be built for either freeflight or control-line on 20 foot lines. It is described as ‘rather tricky to handle because of its
rapid acceleration’. How many laps would it have done?
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12.5 in wingspan Douglas Skyrocket Flying Models December 1948 by Joseph H Wherry

Proposed Skyrocket control system

The second design Roy found was Joseph H Wherry’s Douglas Skyrocket, which is also a
control-liner, but, having a single capsule, it is somewhat simpler than the Airacomet.
There is no mention of Ray Models in the accompanying article, but near the end the following
somewhat cryptic statements are made: ‘CO2 capsules provide power. The capsule is easily removed but requires a firing gun with a
handle extension added to fit down the long narrow tube. The model responds nicely to control
– it can be whipped or power flown with equal ease’ .
The jet tube was made from rolled paper.
So I can only assume that around 1950, when the Speedjet article and plan was published, the
Ray Gun was not an uncommon device in the USA. Where are they all now?

Nick Peppiatt
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JUMPING III

-

Gavin Manion

“Jumping” a Vintage Coupe by Pierre Marrot. (Ref AAAA058, Oct 1998)
This, the first of a short series of vintage coupe plans, was going to be easy. There in the
AAAA online library was a good plan and article by the designer of the unique (?) forward swept
wing coupe Jumping II, the only thing missing was the prop diameter. Peter Tolhurst had a
photo of it (see last month’s Clarion) and I’d seen it in the flesh at the French coupe competition
at Viabon in 2015.
Pete had already agreed to help and provide additional information from the Tolhurst archives,
so I sent him what I had. “Aha”, quoth he “that’s not Jumping II, its Jumping III”. Despite my
protestations that the article in AAAA was by the model’s designer and he ought to know, he
assured me that he had a marked-up drawing from the hand of Marrott himself. “I’ll tell you
all”, he said, “when we meet up at the Oxford do”.
Hmmm I thought, I’d better do some checking. I knew that there was a small 3 view of Jumping
II in various places including the 1977 Vol Libre Coupe Special, but I had tended to ignore it
since it had no real detail and certainly no prop information. When I looked properly that
Jumping II was very different from mine. Yes, a forward swept wing, but this time plug-in
shoulder mounted and with a much bigger stab. So, there were at least two versions of Jumping
and when I saw Pete at Oxford and discussed with him his marked-up copy it was clear that
Marrott had indicated that there were in fact three.
Against this background, I’m happy to present Jumping III (as I’m fairly sure it should be
called) as a valid Vintage Coupe principally because we have first-hand testament from its
designer given the 65+years since it was originally flown. I’ve added as best I can the
alterations and notes that Marrot made to the plan he gave to Pete Tolhurst. The origin of the
plan is not clear though, it is surely not from the mid-1950s. It’s French (see the number style)
and it seems reasonable to assume that Marrot drew it to illustrate his 1998 article in AAAA.
Why he should then decide to change it in his discussions with Pete Tolhurst I don’t know, the
“65+ years” maybe the best answer we can get.
The article with the plan in AAAA starts with the description of the antics of a group of French
flyers and their plans to attend the 1998 Aeromodeller coupe competition (at Halton?) They
arrived en-masse clearly intending to have a great time and show the English a thing or two.
The Vintage winner on the day was Andre Rennesson flying his KIM design which will be
featured later (and which, I now know from Pete Tolhurst, is also available in several versions
– good grief not again!) Pierre Marrot used this his uniquely configured coupe to finish fourth.
The bulk of the article is full of interesting trimming information though it’s not at all easy to
decipher. It seems that Marrot changed from right/left trim around 1997 citing too much
drag, problems with a stall at prop fold or “too slow” a turn to the left. He wanted right/right
but without auto-rudder and this required delicate adjustments with a Coupe (don’t we all know
that!) He chose to use the folded prop blade as a forward fin by offsetting it 10 – 15˚ on the
left side of the fuselage. The blade folds against a stop on the fuselage visible on the drawing
where the offset is indicated as 40mm. When I saw his model at Viabon there were thin ply
shims to adjust the blade angle so he clearly used it as an active trimming aid. Free of the need
to offset the rudders for glide the thrust can be set at 1˚to 1˚30’ right to give 3 or 4 turns in
the 30 second prop run
Marrot describes how to trim the glide by removing the prop blade and replacing its mass with
a wrap of solder, and then adjusting the stab and rudders until the glide is long and straight
or very slightly to the right. He then says the right glide turn from the prop blade can be set
“to your own style”; in calm more open, in wind more tightly.
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The wing, he says, should be “twisted”. This can be achieved by 2mm washout at the left
dihedral break, offsetting the whole wing by 1-3mm max (surely too little?) to the right or
finally by using a 50mm long Gurney Flap from 1mmx8mm balsa wedge at the right dihedral
break.
Regarding incidence Marrot seems to prefer to mount the wing at 2˚ with the stab at zero as
he claims the climb is better throughout the prop run but the argument looses me as does his
explanation of how the forward sweep on the wing makes use of the prop wash. For some things
you need to be French (and an Aeromodeller) to understand!
So, there we have it, a pretty unique coupe which will definitely not be mistaken when in the
air and with good performance in the hands of its designer over more than 60 years. Pierre
Marrot was, at least until recently, a noted French F1C flyer so his advice should be carefully
regarded. His use of the prop blade to give an auto-rudder effect without anything to “set”
seems worthy of incorporation in other models, modern or vintage.
If you build Jumping III everyone will wish they had one!

Gavin Manion
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Secretary’s Notes for July 2019

-

Roger Newman

By the time you read these notes & if the weather forecast is anything like reasonably correct,
we should have held our first meeting back on Middle Wallop – hopefully a successful & modestly
well attended day for all concerned.
All things being equal, it should allow us to look forward to our planned Cagnarata Day on 10 th
August. Ray Elliott has been busy in setting out an interesting schedule of classes for a single
competition event. Have a look at what he has proposed:
'CAGNARATA' CONTEST 10th AUGUST
This contest format is popular in Italy and is basically an all-in event where models of different
classes are flown against each other. We would like to stress that whilst a competition it is
also a fun event and competitors are encouraged not to take it too seriously! It is also very
much an experiment and we would welcome any feedback/comments. The concept is to
encourage anyone who flies free flight to enter a low key contest & to enjoy their flying.
Differences in performance of the various classes are taken into account using a handicap
system (K factors) with different maxes depending on the K factors. The classes to be flown
with associated K factors and maxes are set out below. Each flight time is calculated by taking
the actual flight time & multiplying it by the K factor.
Classes
E36
Mini Vintage Power
FIG / Vintage Coupe
F1H /A1
Mini Vintage Rubber
Open Vintage / Classic Glider
P30
E30
CO2
Under 25in Vintage Rubber
Hi Start Glider
Cat /HLG
Note1:
Note 2:
Note 3:
Note 4:

K Factor
1
1
1
1
1
1
4/3
4/3
4/3
3/2
3/2
2

Max (secs)
120
120
120
120
120
120
90
90
90
80
80
60

250 gram maximum model weight applies to all classes
3 flights, no rounds
Competitors may enter more than 1 class
DT fly-offs will be used as appropriate, with fly-off time as per max in class

That’s a pretty good spread of classes, so you must be able to dig up a model & have a go. It
can’t be too onerous to make three flights between 10.00am & 3.30pm! Note we haven’t set an
entry fee yet – that will depend to a large degree on how we do financially at the 1 st meeting
on 29th June. Worst case, it will be £10 for the day inclusive of comp entry, best case –
somewhat less. Plus of course, if all goes well, we will welcome sports fliers to the same meeting.
4th Area at Beaulieu
The weather held up all day, the wind direction didn’t vary too much & some good flying was
had by all who attended.
Highlights included Roy Vaughn’s Creep climbing vertically at a very rapid rate – interestingly
Roy had a digital altimeter on board that allowed him to record the flight pattern – his prime
criticism was (lack of) calibration of altitude & temperature, one seemed to be on the low side
& the other on the high side! That apart, the recorded data gives a very good indication of the
flight pattern
– see below – his 3rd flight.
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David Cox was his normal energetic self, maxing out in vintage power with his Jimp & then doing
a very good fly-off time. Dave Etherton did likewise in combined glider as did Tony Shepherd
& Mo Peters in E30. John Hook was flying his Tototl – an unusual Mexican high thrust design
published in the Aeromodeller in August 1955, inherited from our late Chairman.

Roy firing up
his potent
Creep

David Cox & Jimp
away for another max

Mo Peters away for
another max in E30

John Hook
with Tototl
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All photos by courtesy of Peter Hall & Dave Etherton, who combined to get a variety of excellent action shots – including
one of yours truly – just to show that I am capable of occasional movement!

Peter
winding
carefully!

Le Timide from Roy Vaughn

& letting go.
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Secretarial movement!

Ray Elliott & Peter Jellis
enjoying the day

Drones et al
What more is there to say now: The DfT & CAA seem to be entrenched, non responsive,
equipped with cloth ears & oblivious to aeromodelling. The new Minister of Aviation has an
excellent CV in education, patently knows nothing about aviation but is content to parrot the
official party line. Have you had any response to your letters to any of them? I’ve not had a
reply from DfT, the reply from the CAA ignored all the questions & points raised but
interestingly did try to clarify the issue of registration. To quote “Model aircraft associations
or clubs as operators; model aircraft associations or clubs would have the option of registering
as the operator with their members acting as remote pilots. In this scenario, the association
or club would need to meet any legal requirements and take accountability & responsibility for
the actions of their members, and members would need to abide by the remote pilot
requirements.” I can’t quite get my head round this but does it mean that the BMFA could act
as the sole point of registration, thereby paying £16.50 on behalf of all its members? My local
MP received copies of all my correspondence & has promised to write to the Minister on my
behalf. I await a reply with some interest!
Since publishing a newsflash on 7th June about the joint Science & Technology / Defence Select
Committee hearing on drones, there has been silence from the BMFA? I don’t doubt that David
Phipps is diligently working away in the background, but as stated previously he has an incredibly
hard & uphill task to make any headway against an intransigent bureaucracy.
The recorded minutes of this hearing, although lengthy do provide an insight to official
thinking. Over & above the current topic of registration, there seems to be a fixation on
“electronic conspicuity” – broadly translating this means that anything that moves in the air
must carry an active electronic device that broadcasts location, identification & other data
continuously.
This is a precursor to the control of air space, the planning of air corridors & looking to the
future, probably the taxation of anything that is airborne that uses designated air corridors
e.g. drones, air taxies.
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Model aviation did get a few mentions but nothing of significance & was largely ignored. The
submitted evidence from “interested parties” also makes for informed reading. A common
thread appears to be that registration does nothing to prevent the illegal use of drones & that
policing of the intended legislation will be “difficult”. What revelations!
The plus side of all this is the time scale for implementation will see me digging up daisies!
On a personal note, I shall continue with BMFA membership (as long as the BMFA survives &
the membership fee doesn’t become prohibitive), & will fly models less than 250 grams – unless
of course that part of the legislation changes as well to encompass the weight limit – in which
case, it’s time to give up. A start has been made on thinning out models well past their “fly by”
date & way over the weight limit with a couple of trips to the local dump, so at least after many
months I can now get back into the model room.
Enough of my grumbles but it would be illuminating to get some feedback from SAM1066
members? How about a few letters to the Editor, even if they are to criticise my opinions!

Roger Newman

Plans for the month
Power: Tototl – why not!

-

Roger Newman
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Glider: Sappo – one for under 250 grams from the Nordic region

Rubber: F-54 – and another for under 250 grams from the eastern Bloc

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2019
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 10th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 3rd
March 24th

Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 19th
April 21st
April 27th

Friday
Sunday
Saturday

Northern Gala, Barkston Heath
Croydon Wake. Day & SAM1066, Beaulieu
SAM1066, Middle Wallop (Cancelled)

May 5th
May 25th
May 26th
May 27th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Southern Area Gala 2018/9 Odiham
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath

June 9th
June 29th

Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 4th Area Competitions
SAM1066, Middle Wallop

July 21st
July 27th/28th

Sunday
Saturday/Sunday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 10th
August 17th

Saturday
Saturday

Cagnarata day, Croydon/1066 Mid. Wallop
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

1st Sunday
15th Sunday
22nd Sunday
28th/29th Sat/Sunday

6th
12th
13th
13th
14th
19th
26th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday

Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 6th Area Competitions
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
London Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
SAM1066, Middle Wallop
Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
Croydon Coupe Day/1066, Salisbury Plain
Midland Gala, Barkston Heath

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John & Pauline
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA Free Flight Committee
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
David Lloyd-Jones
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand
Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.freeflight.bmfa.org/
www.bmfa.org
www.sabmfa.org.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org
www.raynesparkmac.co.nf
www.modellvänner.se

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews

